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GeoTEC track geometry database

The GeoTEC database makes it possible to process information about the track condition and

infrastructure data collected using the electronic trolleys and track recording cars. The system

consists of the following subsystems: database with the railway network model, database with the

measurement results, and the optional map user interface. Measurement results and infrastructure

information are localised using the railway network model used, reflecting the actual infrastructure

owner organisation.

All this dynamically changing information like track condition, line speed, track ownership, rail type,

and many other may be presented on maps based on the actual database contents. GeoTEC

makes assessment of track condition possible, basing on the synthetic quality coefficients, and the

software features can be easily adapted to requirements of its particular users. An important feature

of this database is its capability of storing the real track geometry measurement results along with

its design specification, so comparison of the actual track geometry and the design one is possible.

Moreover, it is possible to compare many - historical - readings of the track, to detect the rate of its

deterioration in terms of particular parameters and/or the track synthetic quality coefficients. All

measurement results acquired using trolleys and track recording cars are pre-processed, including

their alignment, before storing in the database, so that diagnostic analyses do not require the user

to look for any specific readings. Using the optional module the user can access information stored

in the external turnout measurement and diagnostic database, not included in GeoTEC product.

The user develops railways network model

during implementation of the system, defining it

according to his railway network area. The

GeoTEC package makes it possible to obtain

the diagnostic assessments for the selected line

sections, and the cumulative synthetic reports -

similar to those obtained from geometry cars.

Moreover, it also provides functions for

monitoring the track geometry changes during

its operation.

Legend : red colour - 40 km/h, orange - 20 km/h, yellow - 15 km/h
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